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The road in a desperate situation 

Saint burning valley. 

Tang Jitong welcomed Lin Mo’s visit warmly. 

Lin Mo wanted to read some ancient books to find a way out. 

Tang Jitong did not reject this and even helped Lin Mo search. The two of 
them flipped through the ancient books and found some clues. 

The eastern continent had once been extremely prosperous and had tens of 
thousands of races. However, an unforeseen event had occurred and it had 
declined to this point. 

Now that the golden age had begun, the glory of the past was gradually 
recovering. The God devouring body and the Heaven’s Will body were the 
same. They were born in the same generation ... 

Some of the ancient races had left this place after setting up a formation when 
the eastern continent had started to decline. 

Perhaps they didn’t even know that their own race had a teleportation array 
that could leave this place. 

there are also some races that have already been destroyed. Their 
inheritances have been completely cut off, and only ruins are left. 

Lin Mo muttered to himself. He had been to all of the powerful races or those 
that still existed. 

There were no teleportation portals in their race, or they had been used in 
some unknown era and were completely abandoned ... 

Upon receiving the news, Lin Mo immediately went to search for some ancient 
race beings who were hiding in the small worlds. 



Although it was abandoned, it was still protected by the array. 

Lin Mo entered smoothly and found some clues. He found array flags in a 
small world called the spirit grass clan. 

The spirit grass clan had been exterminated by their enemies 10000 years 
ago, and all the forces in the outside world had been slaughtered. 

Under the pressure of their enemies, they had no choice but to seal off their 
small worlds and completely cut off their existence. 

10,000 years later, the formation had decayed. Lin Mo opened it, but there 
was no life inside. 

This place was still dangerous. If it wasn’t for the fact that Lin Mo was already 
an immortal-Foundation expert, he wouldn’t be able to move around. 

To his surprise, there was indeed a teleportation formation that led to the 
Northern Land. 

“What? there’s still a test?” 

Upon closer inspection, Lin Mo realized that the teleportation formation was 
locked up by a powerful seal. 

“What test do you need?” 

Lin Mo was curious. He was the most powerful person in the eastern 
continent. How could this decaying seal test him? 

However, he did not dare to act rashly. If the runes of the teleportation 
formation were destroyed, he would not be able to repair it. 

“Forget it, I’ll just treat it as the last training before I leave.” 

Lin Mo smiled calmly and walked into the teleportation formation without any 
preparation. 

As soon as he entered, he felt the energy in his body being scanned. When 
he opened his eyes, he found himself in an arena. 

“Roar!” 



The stage had just been built when a beast’s roar was heard, accompanied by 
the sound of wings flapping. 

The crackling lightning spread and was very dazzling. In the blink of an eye, it 
flooded the ring. 

Lin Mo raised his head. It was a heavenly lightning Sparrow with a ferocious 
appearance. When it flapped its wings, Thunder rumbled. 

This was an ancient beast that was incomparably ferocious. Its cultivation 
base was the same as Lin Mo’s, an immortal Foundation that had yet to 
stabilize. 

The other party was able to control lightning, and it was an innate ability. It 
was unusually powerful. 

Lin Mo used his own lightning to fight back. The two of them exchanged blows 
and used this to verify what he had learned. 

“BOOM!” 

Lin Mo’s punch was accompanied by lightning. He did not avoid the heavenly 
lightning Sparrow’s sharp claws and chose to attack head-on. 

my physical body is already able to contend with this kind of strange beast. It’s 
not weak at all. Lin Mo had realized during the battle that every breakthrough 
of the God devouring body was a rebirth for the body. 

Right now, he had yet to pass the heavenly Tribulation. Once he was reborn 
by bathing in the lightning, he would become even more powerful. 

The heavenly Thunder Sparrow’s body was Bathed In Lightning. Purple-gold 
lightning curled around its sharp claws as it clawed at Lin Mo’s face. 

This power was extremely shocking. It was enough to tear the void apart and 
destroy an entire mountain range without a problem. It was too overbearing. 

Lin Mo dodged to the side. He knew that his body was comparable to an 
ancient beast, so he did not need to fight it head-on. 

“Is this the first stage, or is there only one stage in total?” 



While fighting, Lin Mo was a little surprised. The heavenly lightning Sparrow 
was too powerful. If this was the first stage, then the spirit herb clan was a 
little too strong. 

He had learned from the battle that fighting with an expert of the same combat 
strength could stimulate his potential faster. 

“BOOM!” 

After a few minutes of comprehension, Lin Mo raised his hand and circulated 
the Dao law in his body. Extreme lightning spread out and formed a heavenly 
lightning Sparrow. 

Purple lightning surrounded it, making it look fierce and overbearing. 

The two heavenly lightning sparrows collided and began to fight. This level of 
lightning was enough to kill immortal-foundation experts. 

In the end, the lightning dimmed, and the battle ended. The two heavenly 
lightning sparrows disappeared at the same time. 

Something happened in the arena, and some runes under his feet lit up. Lin 
Mo could feel that the teleportation formation had been partially activated. 

After that, he accepted another test. Another strange beast appeared. It was 
the Taotie, but its combat strength was even stronger and more terrifying than 
the one Lin Mo had encountered before. 

The devouring power spread and devoured everything. Lin Mo’s lightning 
could not hurt it at all. 

In the end, Lin Mo used his sword Qi to cut open the body with pure sword 
intent, which finally exploded. 

After fighting with the Taotie for over a hundred rounds, his eyes were shining. 
This kind of test was too wonderful for him. 

He attacked without any hesitation. His opponent’s strength was just right, 
about the same as his, so he could train himself to the greatest extent. 

“The reason why the disciples of the ancient sects and Holy Lands were so 
strong was not only because of their own heritage, but also because of this 
kind of test.” Lin Mo was overjoyed. 



He had passed the second stage again. The light of the teleportation array 

was even more brilliant, and it was about to be activated. 𝘪𝓃n𝐫e𝗮d. co𝗺 

The third stage came one after another, and the runes formed a zhuyan with 
golden hair. It displayed the seventy-two transformations, and the runes 
transformed into a golden light that shone brightly. 

“Yi, Who are you? how dare you impersonate me?” 

The Zhu Yan scratched its ears and turned into Lin Mo in the blink of an eye. 
Lin Mo was shocked to see it. 

this kind of spell technique is too outrageous ... 

Lin Mo was very envious, and he suddenly realized that he had mastered a 
martial art called the breath-holding concentration scroll in his early years. 

The runes were actually similar to the seventy-two transformations that the 
zhuyan used. 

When the battle began, Zhu Yan, who had transformed into Lin Mo, also 
summoned a ring of black Eastern Palace that could swallow everything. 

“It’s just an imitation. It can’t really imitate the God Devourer body.” 

Lin Mo shook his head and activated the God devouring technique. He 
unleashed the true God devouring body and instantly broke through the 72 
transformations of the zhuyan. 

“Owwuuu!” 

The zhuyan roared and enlarged its body to suppress the mountains and 
rivers. However, it still couldn’t escape its fate of being suppressed by Lin Mo. 

This was the last stage. The teleportation array was activated, and the 
coordinates were displayed ... 

the coordinates are in the northern lands of Yunzhou. It’s too far ... 

Lin Mo frowned. The teleportation formation was still working, but the distance 
between the Northern Land and the southern land was a Midland. 

How was he supposed to find Jiang xiyue and the others? 



“Forget it. It’s not easy to find a place, so don’t be picky ...” Lin Mo shook his 
head. 

He placed a large number of spirit stones into the teleportation formation to 
speed up its recovery and began to absorb the energy around it. 

With a buzz, the Super-large teleportation formation activated. Runes 
flickered, and Lin Mo’s figure gradually became illusory. The teleportation 
formation was about to be activated. 

“I don’t know when I’ll be able to return after this trip ...” 

Using his fingers as a sword, he pointed at a stone tablet outside the 
teleportation formation and carved a line of words with sword Qi. 

“God devouring body, Lin Mo!” 
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Changes in the starry sky 

There was no way he would regret activating the teleportation formation. Lin 
Mo’s figure disappeared, and he left the eastern continent in the blink of an 
eye. 

He shuttled through the endless void. It was like a wormhole, and he shuttled 
through it. 

In a daze, they could even see shooting stars breaking through the sky 
outside the wormhole, and the stars were spinning in reverse. It was an 
astonishing scene. 

!! 

“Buzzzzzz!” 



All of a sudden, the wormhole he was in became unstable. Many parts of the 
space tunnel collapsed, and he was almost thrown out. 

“This is bad …” 

Lin Mo was shocked. Over the years, many parts of the spirit grass clan’s 
space teleportation formation had decayed. 

Even if it was activated, there would be many injuries. The teleportation 
formation in the eastern continent should have been destroyed. 

This was also the reason why there was an abnormality in his tunnel … 

“Swish!” 

A dense spatial power spread out and formed a crack, cutting off a part of Lin 
Mo’s sleeve. 

Just a little more and he would have been torn apart by this spatial Rift. 

“Crack …” 

Cracking sounds could be heard as the passageway became unstable. He 
was about to fall into the endless void. 

“I have to run.” 

Lin Mo gritted his teeth and spread his kun Peng wings. He flapped them 
gently and flew away at full speed. 

No matter what, he had to fly as far as he could before the passage was 
destroyed. 

If he fell into the void and was too far away from the Northern Land, he would 
end up getting lost … 

“Wuwuwu …” 

Gusts of strong wind blew, and a storm suddenly rose in the passage. It 
began to sweep all over the place, wanting to destroy the passage. 

Lin Mo flapped his kun Peng wings and dodged with great difficulty. However, 
the storm was too dense. No matter how fast he was, he was still hit. 



In just a few minutes, he was covered in blood and wounds. 

His physical body had been very strong, especially after being burned by the 
Dao fire for so long. It was beyond ordinary. 

But now, he was in a miserable state, struggling to survive. 

“Why do I always have to encounter all kinds of unlucky things …” Lin Mo was 
vexed. If he had known earlier, he would have asked Bai Luo to leave a 
super-large teleportation formation behind … 

It would be best to set it up within the sphere of influence of the purple Moon 
Palace and the Bai family, so that they could travel back and forth … 

Lin Mo did not have time to think. He flew quickly, racing against time. 

His spirit Qi was being consumed rapidly. Lin Mo flew at full speed in the void 
passageway, traveling thousands of miles in an instant. 

“Swish!” 

A stream of light flashed past Lin Mo, carrying a few wisps of chaotic mist. 
This was a sign that the passageway had collapsed. 

This proved that the tunnel behind them had been broken, and there was no 
way out. 

There were also cracks in front of him, and it was in danger of collapsing at 
any moment. Lin Mo’s body movements were profound as he dodged 
continuously. 

This was a void passage, and there was no spiritual Qi inside for him to 
replenish. 

Fortunately, he had a lot of spiritual herbs and some spiritual stones with him. 
He could support himself, but he didn’t know how long he could last. 

Most importantly, could this passageway continue? 

Lin Mo leaped and escaped through the cracks. Fortunately, the most 
dangerous moment had not arrived. 



Although the passage was cracked and the storm continued, it had not 
collapsed and could still be walked. 

“Bang!” 

“BOOM!” 

The violent explosion spread, and the tunnel that Lin Mo was in collapsed 
instantly. He was also swept into the turbulent flow of the void in the next 
moment. 

As the huge explosion came, the void exploded. His teleportation ended and 
his body was directly exposed in the void. 

“This place … Where is it?” Lin Mo’s head was full of black lines as he looked 
around. 

It was a vast starry sky, with meteorites passing by in front of him. It was quiet 
in all directions, without any living creatures. 

He could feel that he was currently in the endless starry sky, and the end of 
his vision was pitch black. 

The occasional light was only the twinkling stars … 

Lin Mo released his spiritual sense to check the surroundings. It continued to 
extend for a long time, almost covering tens of millions of miles, but he did not 
sense any life … 

“It can’t be …” 

His heart sank to the bottom of the valley. If he was really thrown into the 
starry sky, how was he going to find the path? 

however, it’s already a miracle that he managed to survive the explosion with 
only a few minor injuries. 

Lin Mo adjusted his state of mind. At least he was still alive and there was still 
hope. 

“Let’s take. walk around first …” 



He had been flying in the starry sky, and he didn’t have many spirit stones left. 
He had also used up all his spirit herbs when he was healing his injuries. 

If he were to stroll through the starry sky in this state, he would die when his 
spiritual energy was exhausted. 

this should be somewhere near the northern lands. I can feel the heavenly 
Tribulation stirring. It’s going to strike me at any moment … 

Not only that, but he also felt that other than the heavenly punishment, the 
great path nomological laws here were even denser. 

It was even more perfect and powerful than the eastern continent. It was 
difficult for him to exert his full power here … 

“But where is the direction?” 

Soon, Lin Mo discovered another problem. He did not know which direction 
the Northern Land was in. If he went the wrong way, he would be done for … 

actually, there’s a complete Dao law here. I can cultivate on the spot and 
trigger the heavenly Tribulation. I might be able to attract people’s attention … 
Lin Mo muttered to himself. 

His Heavenly Tribulation was bound to attract a lot of attention. It would cause 
a huge commotion and be very extraordinary. 

However, he had to take note that if the person who came to investigate was 
too powerful or had ill intentions, he might be harmed. 

“Forget it, let’s just fly for a while first.” Lin Mo shook his head. 

He kept the kun Peng wings and strolled through the starry sky. However, not 
long after, he collapsed to the ground. 

“Damn it, why are the laws of the world suppressing me?” Lin Mo was 
shocked and found it difficult to move. 

This was because he could not use his cultivation at the moment. It was as if 
he was about to be crippled. 

Although he could still stand, he could no longer walk. 



Moreover, he could also feel that there was a black mass above his head. The 
heavenly Tribulation was already gathering, and it would descend soon. 

it’s because the Dao laws of the eastern continent are incomplete. The power 
cultivated there will be perfected here and can’t be used … 

Lin Mo mumbled. He was in a very bad situation right now. If the heavenly 
Tribulation descended now, it would be very difficult for him to survive … 

“Forget it, come.” 

After refining some spirit stones, Lin Mo had recovered to his peak state. The 
laws of heaven and earth were still suppressing him, but not as badly as 
before. 

Soon, the Dao laws in his body would be perfected and this world would no 
longer restrict him. 

However, before that, he still had a problem, and that was the heavenly 
Tribulation … 

“Boom, boom, boom.” 

In the boundless starry sky, heavenly lightning rumbled. This was Lin Mo’s 
immortal Foundation Heavenly Tribulation. He had broken through the 
shackles of the Nirvana stage and completely ascended to the immortal 
Foundation Stage. 

The Tribulation cloud covered a huge area. The heavenly Tribulation not only 
contained lightning, but also Dao fire, wind, and ice. 

The elements of heaven and earth gathered, forming all sorts of natural 
weather. 

Lin Mo adjusted his condition and released his aura to trigger the heavenly 
Tribulation. 

“BOOM!” 

In an instant, a bolt of lightning as thick as a water bucket struck down and 
drowned Lin Mo. 

Icicles fell rapidly and pierced Lin Mo’s body. 



The robe on his body was already in tatters, and after such a destruction, it 
was directly destroyed. 

Upon seeing this, Lin Mo condensed a suit of armor on his body with the Dao 
laws of lightning and fire. Using his fingers as swords, he condensed sword Qi 
to resist the heavenly Tribulation. 

He had left the great Luo divine sword in the purple Moon Palace and 
temporarily handed it over to damask for safekeeping. 

In the future, it would continue to be passed down and become the palace 
master’s inheritance magical artifact. 
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A duel against a true dragon 

At this time, he did not have any powerful magical equipment on him. Under 
the bombardment of the heavenly Tribulation, he was in a dangerous 
situation. 

“Crack.” 

The sound of bones breaking came from within his body, causing Lin Mo’s 
body to tremble. The pain assaulted him-this was a sign that the laws of 
heaven and earth had entered his body. 

!! 

He would shatter the meridians in his body, construct a more perfect 
nomological law, erase everything, and carve it anew. 

If it were any other time, Lin Mo would naturally be willing to do so, as it would 
make him stronger. 



However, it was different now. He was still fighting against the heavenly 
Tribulation, which was already very dangerous, and now he had to face such 
pain. 

why didn’t bai Luo tell me that the laws have to be perfected … inn𝘳e𝑎𝘥. co𝐦 

Lin Mo laughed bitterly. If he had known this would happen, he would have 
chosen to leave the eastern continent and transcend his tribulation in the 
starry sky. 

After the tribulation, he would return and use the teleportation formation to 
head to the Northern Land. 

This way, the current situation wouldn’t have happened. He couldn’t help it. 
His body was transforming, and his body was also suffering the heavenly 
Tribulation outside … 

“Hurry up …” 

The sound of bones cracking could be heard. Lin Mo’s heart trembled in pain 
as he resisted the heavenly Tribulation with great difficulty. 

At this moment, he really wanted to use the true Phoenix’s Nirvana technique 
to stop the heavenly Tribulation. 

However, he was worried that this would lead to other unforeseen events. 
Moreover, the heavenly Tribulation had caused such a huge commotion, and 
he didn’t know if it had attracted anyone. 

If someone came to check on him and found out that he knew the Nirvana of 
real phoenixes, he would be in trouble. 

the law of the eastern land has been completely covered. The law of the 
Northern Land is even more complete and powerful … 

Lin Mo was shocked as he felt the power in his body gradually growing 
stronger. 

This could not be done in the eastern continent. Some laws were not perfect, 
and there would be many problems left behind. 



However, it was still fine. As long as he went to a higher level world, he would 
be able to remedy it. He just needed to endure endless pain. 

“BOOM!” 

In the sky, Thunder rumbled and storms raged. The starry sky was torn apart 
as Lin Mo struggled to cross the sea of stars like a small boat. 

At this moment, his bones were broken, and the Dao laws in his body were 
slowly being perfected. 

If not for the fact that his physical body was extremely powerful, he would 
have been turned into ashes by the heavenly Tribulation outside his body. 

He forced himself to take a deep breath and cast an art to resist the heavenly 
Tribulation. At the same time, he activated his God devouring body and began 
to absorb the power of the heavenly Tribulation. 

It was strange that there was no power in the starry sky. There was almost no 
spiritual Qi, and even the God Devourer body could not devour much. 

However, the heavenly Tribulation could still be condensed here. The power 
of the heavenly Tribulation was rich, and he had no idea where it came from 
… 

As the power of the heavenly Tribulation entered his body, Lin Mo’s body was 
further tempered. 

Pain followed. In between the indistinct state, the world rumbled, and divine 
chains of order descended. 

They were indestructible. No matter how Lin Mo tried to stop them, they were 
still bound. 

The heavenly lightning struck, the wind wreaked havoc, and the flames of the 
way spread. 

All kinds of strange phenomena appeared in the heavenly Tribulation, but Lin 
Mo, who was in the middle, stood still. 

He allowed the attacks to come at him, but he remained unmoved. His body 
was like a Supreme treasure, indestructible. 



As the Dao law was injected and the heavenly Tribulation tempered his body, 
Lin Mo began to transform. The crushed bones in his body were reborn and 
he became stronger. 

His meridians were constantly being reconstructed, but they were quickly 
destroyed by the heavenly Tribulation. 

The next moment, his meridians were reborn, and he became even stronger 
with the help of the heavenly Tribulation. 

“Ah …” 

The power in his body grew stronger and stronger. Lin Mo raised his head to 
the sky and let out a long and impassioned howl. 

The starry sky trembled, and the space here was unstable. The divine chains 
of order that bound him broke inch by inch. 

The runes of the soul devouring technique were becoming more and more 
mysterious, and Lin Mo found it difficult to see through them. 

“What’s happening? the dead area star sea has some energy fluctuations?” In 
the distant starry sky. 

Many battleships sailed through the starry sky. There were many cultivators 
on the battleships, and every one of them had a powerful aura. 

Some people looked at the sea of stars in confusion. This was the dead area 
of the sea of stars. Logically, there shouldn’t be such a huge energy 
fluctuation here … 

let’s go and take a look. Perhaps a Supreme treasure has been born. 

At the bow of the ship, a young man in white armor stood. He held a bronze 
spear in his hand and looked like a god of War. 

“Yes, young master.” 

There were a total of more than a hundred warships. Under the young man’s 
command, they sailed at full speed towards the source of the commotion. 

On the other side of the starry sea, Lin Mo was bathed in the heavenly 
Tribulation. The Dao laws in his body were re-engraved and became stronger. 



This was equivalent to a new life. The bones in his body had become 
stronger, and a few golden lines could be vaguely seen on them. 

It was like a Hidden Dragon that had remained dormant in Lin Mo’s body, 
waiting for the right time to explode … 

“It hurts … However, this feeling of rebirth is so comfortable …” 

The heavenly Tribulation gradually dissipated. Lin Mo felt as though he had 
been reborn. The current him could be considered to have completely stepped 
into the first step of immortal Foundation. 

The Dao law in his body was perfected and it was constantly cleansing his 
body, giving him unlimited vitality. 

However, the God devouring body’s Heavenly Tribulation wasn’t over yet. 
How could it be simple? 

Not even half of it had passed. 

At this moment, the laws of heaven and earth were condensing in the sky, and 
it was thicker than any time before. 

The Dragon’s Roar reverberated through the starry sky, intimidating all living 
things. 

In the midst of the Thunder, Lin Mo saw the lightning bolts fuse together, and 
a Lightning Dragon gradually appeared. 

no way! The ancient godly beast just appeared like this? ” 

Lin Mo was stunned. This was the first time he had seen a Dragon. It should 
be a real Dragon with the same aura. 

He had once obtained a drop of true dragon’s heart blood, so he had felt it 
before. 

He didn’t expect the heavenly Tribulation to be so terrifying. Was it going to 
transform into a true dragon to fight him? 

“Ang!” 



A valiant Dragon’s Roar resounded. The starry sea was in a riot as the 
Dragon’s might spread. 

The true dragon had five claws and its huge body spiraled. It roared at Lin Mo 
and attacked in the next moment. 

Unsurprisingly, Lin Mo had encountered his strongest enemy. 

This true dragon was also at the immortal-Foundation realm. Just like Lin Mo, 
it had the strength to transcend the heavenly Tribulation. 

However, this combat strength made Lin Mo exclaim in disbelief. The true 
dragon Claw attacked and destroyed the sword Qi around him. 

The Dragon scales flickered with light, and the sword Qi could not hurt it at all. 

“Qilin steps.” 

go! Lin Mo shouted. Purple light flickered under his feet as the Qilin mark 
condensed. He took four steps forward and resisted the true dragon Claw. 

“BOOM!” 

The violent explosion spread, and Lin Mo was sent flying. The true Dragon’s 
huge body remained unmoving in the sea of stars. 

Lin Mo was in trouble during their first clash. The Qilin steps had lost its effect 
and he could not resist effectively. 

This made Lin Mo feel helpless. Was this the combat power of an ancient 
divine beast, a true dragon, at the immortal-foundation level? it was too 
terrifying. 

I am strong, but don’t underestimate me. I have the most mysterious God 
devouring body among the human race. 

“The human race might not be weaker than the Dragon race …” 

Lin Mo bellowed. Among the various physiques of the human race, the destiny 
body carried the will of heaven and earth. The chaotic body was said to be the 
strongest in combat, while the God devouring body was the least recorded. 
This was because it was too mysterious and had appeared the least. 



However, every time it appeared, it would leave a brilliant mark in the history 
of the ten thousand races. This was enough to prove the power of the God 
devouring body. 

“I, Lin Mo, will not Sully the honor of our ancestors.” 

With a loud roar, he circulated the God devouring technique and mobilized all 
the power in his body to form a domain so that the true dragon couldn’t tear 
him apart immediately. 

Waves of power came from his body as he devoured the power of the 
heavenly Tribulation in the true Dragon’s body to nourish his body. 

“Let’s fight.” 

He roared and fought the true dragon again … 
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Three thousand States in the Northern Land 

The battle lasted for an hour. Lin Mo and the true dragon fought fiercely, and 
he almost lost his life each time. 

Although this true dragon was formed from the heavenly Tribulation, it 
possessed all the strength of a true dragon in this realm. 

Lin Mo had fought hard for an hour and had already exchanged thousands of 
blows. Not a single part of his body was intact. 

Although he was covered in blood, his eyes were clear and his fighting spirit 
was high. 

To be able to fight with a true dragon, other people might not even have the 
chance because true dragons had long gone extinct. 



In the ancient era, it was lost in history. 

Even in the continents outside of the eastern continent, only a few ruins could 
be found, which proved the power of this Supreme creature. 

“The heavenly Tribulation is about to dissipate. It’s an unfair victory. I look 
forward to fighting again in the future.” 

Although he knew that the true dragon was a manifestation of the heavenly 
Tribulation, Lin Mo still gave it enough respect. 

He cupped his fists and bowed to the true dragon, full of sincerity. 

The heavenly Tribulation gradually dissipated, and the starry sky regained its 
clarity. The true Dragon’s body also gradually faded. 

“Hmm, someone is approaching?” 

Watching the true dragon leave, Lin Mo was just about to relax when his 
spiritual sense suddenly sensed a living being approaching. 

At the end of his line of sight, battleships sailed over one after another, all of 
them filled with people. 

They were all cultivators, and they were staring at Lin Mo with their eyes wide 
open. 

From a long distance away, they could feel the intense battle here 
accompanied by the Dragon’s Roar. 

When they discovered the heavenly Tribulation and came over to take a look, 
they saw Lin Mo and the true dragon fighting. 

unbelievable. There’s actually a human youth in this world who can fight a true 
dragon … 

no, that true dragon is incomplete. It only knows some of the true Dragon’s 
techniques. However, to be able to do this, it can also defeat the younger 
generation of a province … 

“At the very least, there are only a handful of juniors in Yunzhou who can fight 
against him.” 



The people on the warship discussed animatedly, and their words shocked Lin 
Mo. 

It was true that a true dragon only knew how to release its power, but the 
strength of its body, its control of Dao laws, and its display of combat power 
were already considered true dragons. 

they should have only seen the final battle. The true dragon and I were both 
seriously injured … 

Lin Mo muttered to himself. It was indeed reasonable. 

However, what they said earlier had also shocked Lin Mo. Among the younger 
generation of Yunzhou, there were only a handful of people who could do this 
… 

He was a genius who had only appeared in the eastern continent after 
countless years, and the only one who could match him was the destiny body, 
Xia you. 

However, there were so many experts in the clouds Plains who were on par 
with him in terms of combat strength … 

“Sir, which Prefecture are you from? you’re quite courageous to come to the 
dead star sea of the cloud Prefecture to undergo your tribulation.” 

On the warship at the forefront, a young man clad in battle armor held a 
bronze battle spear in his hand. His eyes were burning. 

In Yunzhou, the number of juniors who could fight with this person could be 
counted on one hand. 

Unfortunately, Gongsun Wenhao happened to be one of them. The one who 
had pointed out that the true dragon would only spread its hands was an old 
man beside him. 

He was wearing bronze armor and had a knife at his waist. He was his guard. 

The old man had already locked onto Lin Mo’s aura. As long as the young 
master gave the order, he would be able to capture Lin Mo at any time. 

“You’re just a wandering cultivator, I don’t deserve that title.” 



Lin Mo lowered his voice. He was unfamiliar with the place and would not 
reveal his identity. 

However, there was good news. They were already in the northern cloud 
plane. They just didn’t know what kind of place the dead star sea was. 

“I have other matters to attend to, so I won’t bother you any further. Farewell.” 

Lin Mo cupped his fists and was about to leave. The true dragon in front of 
him gradually turned illusionary until it disappeared. 

However, the heavenly Tribulation in the sky still had a little bit of power left. 

They surged into the true Dragon’s body, and the Dragon’s might spread. The 
true dragon’s eyes seemed to have some clarity. 

No one could see it clearly. The dragon’s eye closed instantly, and with a 
Dragon’s Roar, Lin Mo’s figure disappeared. 

“What’s this?” 

Gongsun Wenhao was shocked. Originally, he was excited to see his prey 
and planned to fight with Lin Mo to find out the other party’s background. 

However, why did the heavenly Tribulation help Lin Mo escape? why? 

young master, this person is not simple. The heavenly Tribulation he has 
transcended is very rare. Now that he has transcended it, the heavenly 
Tribulation will protect him. 

we barged in and he was alerted. The heavenly Tribulation also sensed us 
and took him away. 

The old man beside Gongsun Wenhao sighed. The heavenly Tribulation had 
taken Lin Mo away, and even he could not stop it. 

“Forget it. This person shouldn’t be from Yunzhou. There’s no need to pay 
attention to him.” Gongsun Wenhao waved his hand and ordered the warship 
to turn around. 

More than one hundred battleships were moving grandly in the dead area star 
sea. 



However, no one knew that under the cover of the heavenly Tribulation, Lin 
Mo had already boarded the ship without them knowing. 

Through other people’s conversations, he obtained a lot of information and 
also knew where he was. 

the 3000 States of the Northern Land … 

This was the information that Lin Mo had found out from their casual 
conversation. 

The cloud plane was one of the weaker planes among the 3000 planes, but 
even so, it was vast. 

If he were to fly by himself, he would probably have to fly for more than ten 
years before he could cross this Prefecture … 

This time, Lin Mo believed it. The other continents were so prosperous. No 
wonder Bai Luo was so confident. 

One must know that the eastern continent was already very large. However, 
after Lin Mo broke through to immortal-Foundation, he had only traveled the 
continent for a few days. 

‘But what about the outside world? there are 3000 States in the Northern Land 
alone. That’s the real boundless land …’ 

Lin Mo then chatted with these people. He knew that this place was vast, and 
even if he did not know, he would not be suspected. 

“Little brother, you’ve just left the clan to cultivate, right? you actually want to 
go to other continents?” A middle-aged man laughed. 

He put his arm around Lin Mo’s shoulder and pulled him to a table. 

There were quite a few people sitting here. From the content of their 
conversation, they should be mercenary groups. They were currently gathered 
together to eat and drink. 

“Old bull, who is this little brother?” Someone asked and handed him a bowl 
and chopsticks, inviting Lin Mo to eat and drink. 



“He just came out to train. Didn’t I bring him here? he wants to know how to 
go to the other continents.” The person called old bull laughed. 

hehe, it’s good that you’ve just debuted. You’re young and inexperienced, but 
you’re easy to deceive. 

A man laughed and reminded Lin Mo not to trust others so easily, or he might 
lose his life. 

our leader is not from the North. He’s from the South. If you have the guts, 
come with us. I promise I won’t lie to you. 

Someone laughed and poured wine for Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo did not know what to do when he saw how passionate these people 
were. 

However, he didn’t feel any hostility from these people, so he didn’t refuse. 
Moreover, he really wanted to know the way to go to the other continents. 

“Then I’ll accept your invitation.” Lin Mo raised his cup and drank with them. 

haha, that’s great. I’m an orphan, so they call me da Niu or old Niu. You can 
call me that too. 

Old cow sat down beside Lin Mo and enthusiastically introduced him. 

“How can I do that? I’ll just call you brother bull.” Lin Mo cupped his fists. 
These people were really enthusiastic. 

It had been a long time since he had felt such an atmosphere. He had only felt 
it when he was with some mercenaries at the beginning of his training. 

“Although the position of a mercenary group is low, they are also bold and not 
so scheming …” 
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Lin Mo laughed in his heart as he enjoyed the food made from spirit herbs. 

As they chatted, he found out about the background of these people. 

The black mine mercenary group had a total of 3000 people, with three 
leaders. All of them were first-stage immortal-foundation experts. 

“By the way, what’s little brother’s name? I haven’t asked for it.” 

A middle-aged mercenary asked. The strength that Lin Mo had displayed was 
at the seventh sky of Nirvana stage. 

On this warship, they belonged to the weakest group and would not be taken 
seriously. 

“I’m Yan Rong, just a wandering cultivator.” Lin Mo waved his hand. 

‘When I’m out, I’ll borrow Yan Rong’s name. He doesn’t know anyway …’ 

After saying so, the warship gradually accelerated and finally entered a spatial 
tunnel. A strong spatial fluctuation swept over. 

“You’re finally out. If you want to see our great leader, then come with us into 
the mountains.” 

After they got off the battleship, no one patrolled. After all, they had to pay the 
fee before they entered the dead area star sea … 

“Sure.” Lin Mo nodded. It was better to have someone lead the way than to 
walk around on his own. 

These mercenaries were very friendly, and Lin Mo believed them easily. 

As they laughed and chatted along the way, they went deep into the mountain 
range and finally came to a high-grade spirit Kuangqu. 

The old bull was very talkative and chatted with Lin Mo along the way. When 
they arrived at the entrance of the spirit mine, the person guarding the place 
was an immortal stage mighty figure. 



“Old bull, not bad today. You managed to trick a Nirvana Stage 7th Sky into 
coming. With this kind of strength, you can mine quite a number of ores.” The 
major power said. 

Hearing this, Lin Mo was stunned. Dupe? 

He turned to look at the people behind him and found that these people had 
changed their previous kindness and were sneering. 

hehe, little brother Yan Rong, Didn’t I tell you before? a little kid like you who 
has just come out to train is the easiest to be deceived. The old bull smiled 
and said without a care. 

While they were talking, the immortal-Foundation expert took out a hundred 
high-grade spirit stones and handed them to the old bull and the others. He 
waved his hand to dismiss them. 

to think that I thought I was lucky to be able to get some information as soon 
as I arrived … Lin Mo was speechless. 

“Let’s go, we’re going to mine for spirit ores.” That immortal stage expert 
snorted coldly and raised his hand to grab Lin Mo. 

He was very strong, and the fact that he was able to guard the spirit mine here 
was evident. 

Seeing that old cow and the rest were about to leave, Lin Mo stopped 
suppressing himself and the spirit Qi in his body exploded. 

The aura of the first-step immortal-Foundation expert was released, forcing 
that person to retreat. 

His speed was extremely fast, and he arrived in front of the old bull and the 
others in an instant. He used his fingers as a sword and casually slashed 
down, killing a few people. 

Old cow was left alone with his throat grabbed by Lin Mo. 

“You made me happy for nothing.” Lin Mo’s eyes were sharp. 

The immortal stage expert behind him attacked. Sensing Lin Mo’s powerful 
combat strength, he used his Dao fire to attack. 



However, Lin Mo had already killed the old bull in the next moment. He turned 
around and threw out a beam of sword Qi. 

“Bang!” 

The Dao fire was extinguished. Lin Mo swept his leg out, but the other party 
crossed his arms in an attempt to block. 

“Crack.” 

After a crisp sound, the man screamed in pain as his hands were covered in 
blood. Lin Mo’s physical strength had been tempered by the heavenly 
Tribulation and was already extremely terrifying. 

Just one move was enough to reduce this person’s combat strength. 

wind void, come quickly. We’ve encountered a tough one. He’s also a 
powerful being. 

Just as Lin Mo was about to give chase, he heard a whooshing sound from 
behind him. A flaming spear was piercing toward him. 

“A rank 1 Earth Class magic tool?” Lin Mo was taken aback. Was that all he 
could do? 

The Northern Land should have a lot of Earth Class weapons. Why did this 
guy only have one? 

“Who are you? how dare you invade the Gongsun family’s mine?” The person 
who attacked was ruthless. After exchanging a few blows with Lin Mo, he 
asked in a stern voice. 

“Swindler, go to hell.” 

Lin Mo used his fingers as a sword and used his physical body to block the 
earth-grade magic artifact. The other party was two immortal-foundation 
experts, and under their joint attack, their battle prowess skyrocketed. 

“This person called wind void has walked very far on the first step of the 
immortal-Foundation Stage …” 

He raised his hand, but the spear did not move an inch further. At the same 
time, with his body as the center, devouring power was released. 



He activated his God devouring body, and the attacks from the two of them 
instantly disappeared. 

“Pfft.” 

Wind void was shocked. He realized that it was already too late for him to 
retreat after his technique was devoured. 

He lowered his head and saw Lin Mo’s fingers piercing through his heart like a 
sword. Such a terrifying physical body made him doubt the identity of this 
person. 

“You … Who was it? this was … The Gongsun family …” 

Wind void’s expression changed as he muttered. In the next moment, Lin 
Mo’s fingers had pierced through the space between his brows, and his soul 
was destroyed. 

“Bang!” 

Lin Mo kicked wind void’s corpse away and killed another person, sending 
blood and flesh flying. 

Behind them, in the spirit mine, many miners were shouting. Some people had 
even begun to attack. 

There were still many guards inside, but at this moment, the two leaders had 
been killed, and more than a hundred people were rioting. 

“Immortal stage?” 

Lin Mo was shocked. Among those resisting, there was another person who 
had the same cultivation base as him, also at the first-stage of immortal-
Foundation. 

It was because of this person’s existence that the slaves were able to resist 
and kill the guards. 

He didn’t make any more moves. Instead, he grabbed a guard and asked him 
about the situation. Then, he had the guard lead the way and they arrived in 
front of a warehouse. 

my Lord, this is the warehouse. The top rank spirit stones were dug up here. 



15 minutes later, Lin Mo left with the guard. He had many questions to ask. 

There were 130000 upper spiritual stones in the system space. The Gongsun 
family would come to collect them every 10 days. 

“Sir, please let me go. I don’t dare to return to the Gongsun family. I won’t 
betray you.” The guard said in a trembling voice. 

He was worried about losing his life after being taken away by Lin Mo. 

“If you want to live, answer my questions truthfully.” Lin Mo’s eyes were cold. 

A few minutes later, Lin Mo raised his hand and slit the man’s neck. 

“A half-step Almighty?” 

Lin Mo’s brows furrowed slightly. He asked a lot of questions, and it was only 
now that he finally understood the situation in the northern lands. 

The immortal Foundation was divided into nine steps. The person on the first 
step could only be considered a half-step Almighty, and the next step was the 
Almighty … 

After Almighties were Kings, then quasi-sages, sages, great sages, absolute 
sages, Emperor-to-be, and great emperors … 

“Di …” 

Lin Mo muttered in a low voice. He recalled the owner of the Dao seeking 
garden. It had once said that its master was an Emperor. 

I just don’t know if it’s the Emperor-to-be or the great emperor … 

The immortal-Foundation was divided into different levels, and each level had 
nine minor levels. 

That wind void from before was at the first stage of immortal-Foundation, a 
half-step Almighty at the fifth firmament. His battle prowess wasn’t weak. 

However, his status was a little special. He was the grandson of a guest elder 
of the Gongsun family. Although he was not favored, he was still a direct 
descendant. 



The mine was destroyed by Lin Mo, but fortunately, Lin Mo had hidden his 
aura and appearance, so it was not easy to find him. 

the most powerful force in Yunzhou is the Gongsun family. It seems that I 
have to find a way to leave … 

Lin Mo muttered to himself. He planned to go to the city first and leave 
through the teleportation formation … 
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Sealing off the city for a search 

After a short while, he returned to the city in front of him. According to the 
guard, this was Languang city. 

There was a very powerful and terrifying formation on the city wall. 

The city was Grand, and the buildings inside were also very magnificent. The 
traffic was heavy, and it seemed extremely prosperous. 

does anyone want a magical artifact? an earth-grade magical artifact that was 
just dug out from an ancient ruin. It’s the real deal. 

As soon as he walked in, Lin Mo heard many people shouting and arguing 
about the price. 

He took out his bamboo hat and cloak and put them on. Just as he was about 
to leave, he was surrounded by people. Many guards in the city were 
mobilized. 

There were also quite a few people who had been found. They had all entered 
the city with him, and there had been less than five minutes between the two. 

This surprised him. Were the guards of the Gongsun family so cautious and 
conscientious that they could confirm it so quickly? 



“Take off your bamboo hat. Please cooperate with the investigation.” A guard 
commander said courteously. 

However, the weapon in his hand emitted a cold aura. He had come before 
the martial arts. If someone really did not cooperate, blood would probably be 
spilled today. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Lin Mo took off his bamboo hat and revealed a puzzled expression. 

He was certain that no one had seen him when he had taken care of the two 
people, so he had not hidden his appearance. 

“7th Sky of Nirvana stage.” 

When the surrounding guards saw Lin Mo’s realm, they all sneered. With his 
strength, he should indeed hide it. Otherwise, he might be targeted and lose 
his life. 

he didn’t hide … It’s fine, you can go over.” 

The guard commander looked at Lin Mo carefully. After confirming that Lin Mo 
was not hiding his strength, he let him pass. 

As for his question, no one answered it. 

In response, he smiled helplessly, put on his bamboo hat, and went deep into 
the city. 

brother, are you coming to the auction? it’s a newly opened auction of a 
thousand medicines. There’s a discount for the first opening. The handling fee 
is one percent. 

As they were walking, someone came to Lin Mo’s side and patiently 
introduced him. 

This was a young cultivator whose cultivation stage was lower than his own. 
He was at the fifth sky of Nirvana stage, which could be said to be the lowest 
level in Languang city. 

“I’m a little interested. Tell me about it.” 



Lin Mo’s interest was piqued when he heard that there would be an auction. It 
just so happened that he still had 130000 upper spiritual stones on him, so he 
could buy it. 

the auction will be held tonight. There are four items for auction now, and we 
are still missing one. Does fellow Daoist have any treasures that you would 
like to auction? ” The man said, a little embarrassed. 

“It turns out that your auction house has not even gathered all the auction 
items …” Lin Mo was speechless. It seemed that it was not easy to gain a 
foothold in a big city. 

“Follow me. If you’re willing to auction it, I can give you some small items first.” 
The man pulled Lin Mo to a corner and took out a pitch-black stone from his 
spatial ring. 

Other than that, there were also some ancient jades and even demonic beast 
bone Gu. It was a huge mess. 

“You …” 

Lin Mo was speechless. This was just a pile of trash. There was no spiritual 
energy fluctuation, not even runes. 

He used his soul power to scan the area, including the stone. He also 
checked the interior of the stone, but there was no effect. 

“How is it, friend? is there anyone you like?” 

The man said carefully, indicating that he would give everything to Lin Mo as 
long as he was willing to attend the auction. 

alright, I’ll go. Give me the address, I’ll go over tonight. Lin Mo chuckled. 

There was an auction to be held, so he naturally had to go and join in the fun. 

As for the auction item, he had an earth grade magic weapon in his hands, but 
he couldn’t take it out now. 

The long spear was a magic weapon of the Gongsun family, so it was hard to 
determine if there were any restrictions inside. 



Moreover, even if he didn’t, he might be in trouble if word got out that he was 
selling it. 

really? that’s great. Thank you, friend. Please keep it. 

The man was overjoyed. Without hesitation, he gave Lin Mo an address and 
stuffed all the items into his hands. 

After storing it in the system space, Lin Mo turned around and left. 

[ nine-orifice spirit stone fragment, no longer useful, no grade ] 

[ absolute beginning jade stone. Its spiritual energy has been exhausted over 
the years. It has lost all of its spirituality. No grade. ] 

[ heavenly Ice Snow crystal, divinity has been absorbed, no use, no grade ] 

The system’s voice rang out, causing Lin Mo to stop in his tracks. 

He had originally thought that they were just some ordinary items, but after 
putting them into the system space, he was a little surprised. 

“Nine apertures spirit stone, absolute beginning jade stone, sky Ice Snow 
crystal, these are all heaven-grade divine items.” 

Lin Mo’s heart ached. These might have been treasures countless years ago, 
but they were now useless. 

there’s still soil on top of these things, which means they were just dug out. 
That person just now might have found some ancient ruins. 

Lin Mo muttered to himself as he walked on the streets. 

He found a hotel to stay in and set up an array in the room to prevent others 
from peeking and disturbing him. 

He took out wind void’s spear, summoned his Dao fire, and began to refine it. 

This was an earth grade magic weapon, so it was extremely difficult to smelt 
it. However, it was an extremely simple matter for Lin Mo. 

After all, when he was in the Nirvana stage, he had destroyed an earth grade 
magic artifact. 



Under Lin Mo’s smelting, the spear gradually changed shape. The tip of the 
spear melted and fused into the body of the spear. 

The patterns on it were destroyed and Lin Mo forged it into an iron rod without 
any craftsmanship. 

“I shouldn’t be able to tell this way.” Lin Mo smiled. This magic item was still at 
rank 1 Earth Class, but the runes inside had been destroyed, and it was about 
to fall out of this level. 

In order to be safe, he had to do this. Otherwise, he would be in danger if the 
Gongsun family found out. 

That night, Lin Mo went to the auction house according to the address. 

Although it had just opened, there were still many people who came to see if 
there were any treasures. 

sigh, I really don’t understand. The teleportation formation has been banned. 
It’s so strange. 

“That’s right, I still have to go to spirit city to do business.” 

Lin Mo was welcomed into the auction house. At the same time, he heard the 
complaints of the people around him. 

“Languang city has been sealed?” He was shocked. Was it because he had 
killed wind void? 

“Friend, you’re finally here. Did you bring the auction item?” 

The person who had previously bid for Lin Mo’s treasure appeared and 

welcomed Lin Mo warmly. 𝑖𝓃𝓃r𝒆𝘢d.＆nbsp;c𝘰m 

“I brought this, don’t dislike it.” Lin Mo took out the smelting rod. 

“Black iron rod, rank 1 Earth Class. Although the workmanship is rough, it can 
still be used.” Lin Mo laughed. 

When the young man saw Lin Mo take out the rod, he was stunned. However, 
a smile appeared on his face in the next moment. 



“You’re indeed extraordinary to be able to auction an earth grade magic 
weapon.” He accepted it happily, indicating that he would definitely be able to 
get a good price for Lin Mo. 

Sitting in the arranged seat, Lin Mo’s heart was a little rough. 

Languang city was sealed off and he couldn’t leave. If he allowed these 
people to search, he would definitely be found out. 

I have to think of a way. It’s not a good idea to keep staying here. 

As he was thinking, the auction began. The auctioneer was still the same 
young man, which surprised Lin Mo. 

welcome to the auction. Let’s start the auction now. The first item is a rank 1 
Earth realm magic weapon, the dark Iron rod … 
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He was even more surprised that the first treasure to be auctioned was 
provided by Lin Mo. 

In such a small auction, why did the earth grade magic artifact appear directly 
instead of being the finale? 

“An earth grade magic weapon? are you kidding me?” 

Most of the people who came to the auction were in the Nirvana realm. 
Although earth grade magic weapons were not rare, there were countless 
people like them in Cloud State. 

Naturally, it was impossible for everyone to have an earth grade magic 
artifact. 

Now that the magic tools had appeared, many people were excited and 
wanted to bid for them. 



“Black iron rod, a rank 1 Earth realm magic weapon. The starting price is 3000 
upper spiritual stones.” 

The young man brandished the black iron rod without any introduction, 
because the appearance of the black iron rod was really not flattering. 

Even so, there were still quite a number of people participating in the bidding, 
and the price rose sharply. Very quickly, it reached 8000 upper spiritual 
stones. 

“Deal. Congratulations to this gentleman for winning the dark Iron rod for 9300 
upper spiritual stones. 

The young man dropped the auction hammer and winked at Lin Mo as he 
spoke, looking a little playful. 

Lin Mo was stunned. This young man’s temperament? But why did he feel 
strange? 

The transaction was completed on the spot. The buyer was also very decisive. 
He took the black iron rod and left immediately. He was not willing to stay. 

[ Congratulations to the host for successfully auctioning the dark-iron rod. ] 

[ Successfully triggered 3000-fold auction interest return ] 𝑖𝗻𝙣𝐫e𝙖𝗱. 𝚌𝗼𝓂 

[Congratulations to the host for obtaining a Rank 2 Earth Class magic 
weapon, Dao Spirit staff.] 

Lin Mo did not think much about obtaining an insignificant magic tool. 
However, he felt uneasy as he looked at the young man on the stage. 

“Oh, I suddenly remembered that I still have something to do. I won’t be 
accompanying you guys. Goodbye.” 

Suddenly, before the second item was brought out, the young man suddenly 
spoke. 

A jade talisman appeared in his hand and he crushed it gently. 

In an instant, the void trembled and his figure gradually became illusory and 
blurry. 



Lin Mo’s soul power was strong. He locked onto this person immediately and 
was shocked. 

He saw the person’s true appearance. It was a woman. He took a quick 
glance and didn’t take a closer look. 

The other party seemed to have sensed him as well. She winked at him 
playfully, and in the next moment, her figure disappeared. 

“BOOM!” 

At this moment, the entire auction hall was lifted, the roof exploded, and the 
walls turned into dust. 

Many people were trembling, not understanding what had happened. 

The earth trembled. Lin Mo raised his head and discovered that countless 
armored horsemen had appeared in his surroundings. They were all riding 
demonic beasts, and each one of them was abnormally fierce. 

They looked fierce, tall, and mighty. On their backs were knights holding 
spears and looking at the auction with sharp eyes. 

“Unicorns, their bloodline density is very high. I didn’t expect them to have 
been trained to this extent.” Lin Mo muttered. Who were these people looking 
for? 

There were more than a hundred unicorn cavalry. They had surrounded the 
area, and behind them, an armored knight walked up. 

The unicorn he was riding on neighed, and a powerful pressure spread. 

“Dammit, I’m late. Is that her true body? she actually dares to hold an auction 
here…” The unicorn Rider said coldly. 

He coldly looked at the crowd in the auction house, raised his hand, took out a 
scroll, and spread it out in front of everyone. 

It was a picture scroll with a woman drawn on it. 

“Was this the person who held the auction for you just now?” 



In the picture scroll, a young girl was full of spiritual aura. She held a plum 
blossom in her hand and smiled very moving. Her eyes were bright, and she 
was so beautiful that nothing could compare. 

This woman was no older than 20 years old. She was somewhat playful and a 
little green, appearing very lively. 

However, even though it was just a painting, the aura it emitted was not to be 
underestimated. 

He had not seen the main body, but he gave off a very powerful feeling. 
Ordinary people would not be his match. 

“My Lord, that’s not the case. It’s a young man.” Someone carefully stepped 
forward and told him what had happened. 

“Hmph,” he snorted. 

A cold sneer came from the unicorn rider’s mouth. The man who had just 
spoken felt as if he had been struck by lightning, and he fell to the ground, 
spitting out blood. 

Everyone’s expression changed. This Unicorn Rider had such terrifying 
strength, and such a dense killing intent. 

“Sir, please spare my life.” 

Some of them knelt down and begged for mercy. They had only come to 
attend an auction and had not expected to encounter such a thing. 

“If you see this person or feel his aura anywhere else, you must report it. You 
will be rewarded handsomely.” 

Hearing this, everyone shook their heads. They would definitely have an 
impression of such an intelligent girl. 

“Let’s retreat. That person might have already escaped from Languang city. 
With her abilities, it’s not impossible for her to escape.” Someone behind said, 
ordering the unicorn cavalry to retreat. 

Hearing this, Lin Mo heaved a sigh of relief. At the same time, he suddenly 
realized that the reason Languang city was sealed off was not because of 
him… 



“Maybe that guest elder doesn’t know that his grandson is dead…” 

Lin Mo pursed his lips. He had been on tenterhooks all this time and did not 
expect such an outcome… 

“In that case, we can leave Languang city, right?” He suddenly thought that 
wind void might not have been discovered dead yet. 

He still had time to escape. The only thing that left him with a lingering fear 
was that the girl might have seen through his extraordinariness. 

He didn’t know whether it was his strength or his God devouring body… 

But without a doubt, that girl’s strength must be very strong. Maybe she was 
like him, with unparalleled battle strength, a peerless genius. 

“Don’t tell me that I’ve just arrived and I’m already going to have to fight with 
such a person?” Lin Mo muttered to himself. 

He followed the crowd and left the auction house. He returned to his 
residence and waited for an opportunity to leave. 

Suddenly, Lin Mo’s heart skipped a beat. He noticed that something was 
wrong in his room. 

There was a familiar aura inside, and it was not concealed. 

He suddenly pushed open the door and saw a small tree that was half a meter 
tall. When he walked closer, he saw that it was a small tree carved out of 
stone. 

This scene made Lin Mo’s heart throb. He quickly put it away in the system 
space and used his Dao fire to erase all the aura here. 

That young girl had been here before and had even placed such a treasure 
here. 

If he had not put it away in time and let it release some of its aura, he would 
have been discovered. 

“The people here, don’t act rashly. Accept the investigation.” 

A familiar voice came, and a few Unicorn Riders flew over, looking around. 



In the end, his gaze stopped on Lin Mo. The person in the lead had a jade 
talisman in his hand. 

The Jade talisman glowed, but it was weakening. Soon, it returned to its 
original state. 

“What’s going on? His aura disappeared. Is he lying?” 

They were silent. The Knight looked at Lin Mo and said in a deep voice,”Don’t 
act rashly. Wait for us to call someone to check.” 

Lin Mo felt as if he had been enveloped by a pressure and locked onto. Any 
movement he made would be detected immediately. 

He pretended to be scared to confuse the crowd. 

Half an hour later, Thunder resounded from the distant horizon. The buildings 
of Languang city were shaking, and a terrifying aura filled the air, causing 
many people’s hearts to palpitate. 

A man appeared at the end of their line of sight. His speed was so fast that it 
was unbelievable. He appeared here in the next second. 
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“BOOM!” 

The heavens and earth rumbled, and the man’s body became hazy. His facial 
features could not be seen clearly, and his body was wrapped in chaotic mist, 
flowing with a touch of immortal light. 

Lin Mo stared at this person, his heart filled with shock. This was a Supreme 
expert, a second-stage Immortal-Foundation expert. 

Just the pressure it emitted made people want to submit. 



His body trembled slightly as he couldn’t take it anymore. He bent his knees. If 
he continued to hide his cultivation, he would really have to kneel down … 

“Damn it …” 

Lin Mo was shocked. The difference of one stage was actually so great. 

He could sense that this was also a young expert. He was about the same 
age as him, but the power he possessed was enough to make one despair. 

“You have some talent, but it’s not enough.” 

The man said. Lin Mo could not see what he was doing in the chaotic mist, but 
he could feel a sense of contempt. 

“It’s not him. That person was here before and wanted to confuse me.” 

As soon as he said that, the Unicorn Cavalry all withdrew their pressure. 

Since this person had spoken, it was enough to prove that the person in front 
of him had nothing to do with that person. 

He came and left in a hurry. 

These people came quickly and left quickly. The man also left. 

He punched through the void and walked in calmly, disappearing from 
everyone’s sight. 

Lin Mo watched them leave, not feeling any sense of defeat. 

His heart was filled with the motivation to cultivate. He believed that when he 
reached that man’s realm, his battle prowess would definitely be even more 
powerful. 

After all this, Lin Mo shut himself in and waited for the teleportation formation 
in Languang city to activate in the hotel. 

However, he had underestimated the stubbornness of these people. 

There were more and more Unicorn Cavalry patrolling these days, and even 
Lin Mo had been interrogated many times. 



There was no doubt that these people were here to find the young girl. 

“How did she offend the Gongsun family? why is she so wanted? ” Lin Mo 
frowned. 

Lin Mo could not figure it out no matter how much he thought about it. 
Although Lin Mo was out and about, people were allowed to enter Languang 
city but not leave. However, the order within the city was not broken. 

He used spirit stones to buy some spirit herbs and ores and sent them to the 
auction house for auction. 

He was sitting in the hall of the auction house, quietly looking at the auction 
items on the stage. 

“It’s better not to set up an auction house. Let’s just auction it …” 

The Northern Continent was too big, and Lin Mo would not stay there forever. 
He planned to stay there and use the teleportation portal to head to the 
southern land. 

“The next item to be auctioned is a tier 3 Earth Grade magic long sword. It 
was forged by Master Long Kong from Languang city.” 

“As we all know, Master Long Kong’s forging level is number one in the entire 
Languang city. No one in the nearby cities can match up to him. 

“The void Spirit sword contains the laws of space and can travel through the 
void. Whether it’s in battle or in escape, it’s a rare treasure. 

The auctioneer tried his best to introduce the sword. Lin Mo’s interest was 
immediately piqued when he saw the sword. 

He was currently worried that he didn’t have a suitable magic tool. 

Although the longsword’s grade was a little low, its ability to travel through the 
void was still very tempting. 

After buying it, he would find some ores and refine it properly. Perhaps it 
would be able to raise its grade. 

At that time, when the auction was over, the treasures would definitely be 
even better … 



“Good, good treasure.” 

“Hurry up and tell me the auction price, this treasure is really rare.” 

Many people were interested and participated in the bidding. Even Lin Mo was 
the same, looking forward to the auction. 

Void Spirit sword, the starting price is 70000 upper spiritual stones. 

The auctioneer’s hammer fell. Such a high starting price made some people 
frown. This price was a little too high. 

Even Lin Mo frowned. Out of the 70000 high-grade spirit stones, he only had 
around 100000 high-grade spirit stones left. 

After all, some of the treasures he had bought were not cheap. After 
auctioning them off, he had lost more than 30000 upper spiritual stones. 

“I don’t have enough spirit stones, so I want to add some more items to the 
auction. Do you guys want them?” 

Lin Mo said to the maidservant beside him. He had been visiting the auction 
house for more than ten days and had been arranged to stay in a private room 
with a dedicated maidservant to serve him. 

Mr. Lin Mo, that’s not a problem. Give me the treasure and I’ll bring it for 
appraisal. The maidservant understood Lin Mo’s intentions. 

He was dumbfounded when he saw Lin Mo take out more than ten earth-tier 
treasures. 

“This …” The maidservant was shocked. Instead of taking the treasure, she 
took out a jade talisman and injected spiritual qi into it. 

Not long after, a middle-aged manager rushed over. 

Mr. Lin Mo, you’re really a distinguished guest of our auction house. Have you 
taken a fancy to this Void Spirit sword? ” 

The manager was very reasonable and knew Lin Mo’s motive for auctioning it 
at this time. 



“Please help me appraise it. It’s not easy to find a treasure that I like. Lin Mo 
smiled as a form of greeting.” 

if Mr. Lin Mo wants it, I’ll sell it to you for 150000. 

The manager was ftier. This Void Spirit sword was a treasure of their auction 
house and could be operated internally. 

“150000. But I don’t have enough spirit stones. You can evaluate the value of 
these treasures. Lin Mo nodded. It was good enough that he could 
successfully obtain the void Spirit sword.” 

Very quickly, the manager left with the treasures, and the auction for the void 
Spirit sword began. 

However, a stranger appeared in the hall. He bid casually and overpowered 
everyone else. In the end, he bought the void Spirit sword for 180000. 

It was naturally someone arranged by the auction house. Not long after, the 
void Spirit sword appeared in front of Lin Mo. 

“What a good sword.” 

Lin Mo was overjoyed to see the void Spirit sword unsheathed. He did not 
expect to see such a treasure during his stay. 

“It’s good that you like it. The manager asked me to ask you if you agree to 
auction your treasures in batches and leave some for the next auction. The 
maidservant asked respectfully after delivering the void Spirit sword. 

“No problem. You may leave.” 𝙞𝒏𝒏𝑟e𝗮𝘥. c𝒐m 

After sending the maidservant away, Lin Mo kept the void Spirit sword in the 
system space. 

“Tier 3 earth realm magic weapon, Void Spirit sword. It is not made of time 
and space essence gold enough, causing its tier to drop by one. 

“The Dao laws inside are dense. The sword that Master Long Kong was trying 
to make might be a tier 4 or even tier 5 Earth Grade spiritual sword.” 

Through observation and the system’s appraisal, Lin Mo finally determined the 
value of the void Spirit sword. 



150,000 Yuan was a huge profit for him. If he did a good promotion, it might 
be able to sell for more than 200000 Yuan … 

“Space Spirit adamantine. I remember that there was an auction some time 
ago …” 

“In addition, if you add some Wind Spirit stones to assist you, you can reforge 
this spiritual sword.” 

Lin Mo concluded. However, that was the only thing he could do. Only a true 
Master blacksmith could perform the sacrificial refining. 

With his current strength, he could at most refine a tier 1 or tier 2 Earth Grade 
magic tool. 

“Ask the auction house to help me find the materials. Then, I’ll ask Master 
Long Kong to help me make it.” 

It just so happened that the Master was in Languang city, and he heard that 
he had to prepare the materials himself if he wanted to ask him to refine a 
magic tool. In addition, he would also be charged a large sum of spirit stones 
as a reward … 

[ Congratulations to the host for successfully auctioning a level 3 earth grade 
ore, black lead silver ] 

[ Successfully triggered 7000-fold auction interest return ] 

[ Congratulations to the host for obtaining tier 5 Earth Grade dark gold 
essence ] 

On the auction stage, the treasure that Lin Mo had just taken out was 
presented, and it was even auctioned off at a high price 
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“Dark Gold Essence. If I use this as a reward, master long Kong should be 
satisfied.” 

Lin Mo chuckled and called for his maidservant to state his request. 

“This…” The maid was in a difficult position. 

“What’s wrong? you guys don’t have any either?” Lin Mo frowned. The Space 
Spirit Adamantine could not be used without it. Otherwise, he would not be 
able to refine it again. 

!! 

“It’s not that there aren’t any, but you said it a little too late.” 

The maidservant helplessly told Lin Mo what had just happened. 

“Master long Kong is here?” Lin Mo was stunned. This auction house was the 
largest in Languang city. 

They would hold auctions every day and the space spirit pure gold in their 
inventory had just been reserved by master long Kong… 

“Can you help me pass on a message? I’m willing to use the Dark Gold 
Essence to exchange for it.” Lin Mo quickly said. 

“Dark Gold Essence?” The maidservant was shocked and looked at Lin Mo in 
disbelief. 

What kind of identity did this person have to be able to get his hands on such 
a rare metal? 

[ Congratulations, host, you have successfully auctioned off the level 3 earth 
grade thousand year dark metal. ] 

[ Successfully triggered a 9000-fold auction interest return ] 𝗶𝘯𝗻𝙧𝚎α𝘥. 𝑐o𝘮 

[ Congratulations to the host for obtaining Tier 6 Earth Grade 10000-year 
yellow iron. ] 

As soon as the maidservant left, another transaction was completed on the 
stage, and Lin Mo also received a return. 



Ten thousand year yellow iron was an extremely rare ore. 

Even if it was used to forge a magic weapon, it could be forged into a Tier 4 
Earth Grade weapon, which showed its value. 

“I hope I can get it.” 

Lin Mo prayed in his heart. The value of the Obsidian Adamantine and the 
Space Spirit Adamantine were similar, but the latter was rarer, so its price had 
always been high. 

If master long Kong was not willing to take the dark gold, he could only take 
out the Yellow Earth Iron that he had just obtained. 

However, he would have to add another condition, which was to help him 
reforge the Void Spirit Sword. 

The auction continued, and Lin Mo’s treasures were auctioned off. However, 
these were the ones that the system had given him. 

If they were to auction it now, they would only be able to get spirit stones. 

Not long after, there was a knock on the door of the private room, and a 
maidservant walked in. 

“How is it?” Lin Mo quickly asked. 

The maidservant’s expression was not very good as she said,” master long 
Kong isn’t willing to trade. Also, he wants to buy your Dark Gold Essence. He 
asked me to ask you for the price. 

Not only were they unable to complete the transaction for Lin Mo, but they had 
also caused others to target his treasure. This was the negligence of the 
auction house. 

Soon, the manager arrived and asked if Lin Mo was willing to sell the black 
gold essence. 

“Please help me pass on a message. I have ten-thousand-year-old yellow iron 
here. I want to exchange it for the space spirit pure gold and ask him to help 
me reforge the Void Spirit Sword.” 

Very quickly, the manager returned and left the private room with Lin Mo. 



“Mr. Lin Mo, the total amount of spirit stones from this auction is 370000. After 
deducting the 150000 from the Void Spirit Sword and the handling fee of 
18500, you can keep the remaining 201500.” 

The maidservant handed over a beast-skin belt, which contained the 
remaining spirit stones. 

“Mr. Lin Mo, master long Kong has agreed to your conditions. He has the wind 
Spirit stones needed for the sacrificial refining and said that he’s giving them 
to you.” 

They came to a luxuriously decorated room, and the maidservant pushed the 
door open and left. 

“Oh, this is the person who won the Void Spirit Sword? He’s so young.” 

Lin Mo had just arrived when an old voice sounded with a hint of surprise. 

The manager came out to welcome Lin Mo and introduced both parties to 
each other. 

“I am Lin Mo. Greetings, master long Kong.” Lin Mo cupped his fists and 
bowed. 

Although this master long Kong had a head full of white hair, his blood Qi was 
very strong. Although his voice was old, it was strong. 

“You don’t have to be so polite. Since little friend can take out ten thousand 
years old yellow iron, you must not be an ordinary person. This old man won’t 
ask where you got it from.” 

“I agree to the exchange.” Master long Kong smiled so widely that his eyes 
almost formed a slit. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo could not help but criticize the old man. 

The ten-thousand-year-old yellow iron could be exchanged for two portions of 
space spirit pure gold, but this guy wanted to make up for it with some Wind 
Spirit stones… 

“Since senior is here, why don’t you help junior refine it on the spot?” Lin Mo 
asked tentatively. 



In any case, the materials were all here now, and the cauldron that the old 
man was using for the sacrificial refining should be on him. 

“No problem, but I’d like to ask little friend to first take out theTen-Thousand-
Year Yellow Ironand let this old man take a look.” Master long Kong said with 
a smile. 

“It’s not that I don’t believe you, but this ten-thousand-year yellow iron is really 
precious. I’ve never seen it before, and I want to broaden my horizons today.” 

Hearing this, Lin Mo had no choice but to take out theTen-Thousand-Year 
Yellow Ironthat he had just obtained. 

“Swish!” 

As soon as it appeared, a wisp of black and yellow energy was released. The 
ten-thousand-year yellow iron allowed a wisp of black and yellow energy 
inside. 

Although it was rare, it was the best item to refine a Supreme treasure. 

“Good treasure…” 

Master long Kong grabbed it. The palm-sized Yellow Earth Iron glowed softly, 
making one feel relaxed and happy. 

“This old man has never seen such a complete dark and yellow qi. I’ve really 
hit the jackpot today…” He caressed the yellow iron, infatuated. 

“Master…” 

Lin Mo reminded him and woke him up. 

“Cough, cough. Sorry, I lost my composure. I’ll help you refine it now.” Master 
long Kong coughed. 

In this room, he took out a cauldron and put in the Dao fire. The burning aura 
spread, and Lin Mo and the manager quickly retreated. 

“A mighty figure, and one at the ninth heaven.” Lin Mo was shocked. This 
person’s aura was terrifying, and he was only one step away from the king of 
the third step. 



“Hehe, please wait a moment, young friend. The refining process will take 
about two days.” 

Lin Mo nodded and observed master long Kong’s refinement of the Void Spirit 
Sword. 

Lin Mo was greatly touched by the wondrous technique. 

He also had the blacksmith’s legacy, which was given to him by the system. It 
was a fine product, but he had been too busy cultivating to read it seriously. 

Now that he saw someone refining it, he was a little tempted. 

“Forget it, it’s not good to bite off more than you can chew…” 

After observing for a few hours, Lin Mo shook his head. Smithing magic tools 
was not an impossible path, but it did not suit him. 

“It’s possible. I have the God Devouring Body. My body is my strongest 
attack.” 

Lin Mo muttered to himself. The God Devouring Body was extremely 
demanding on one’s physical body, and every realm was an extreme 
breakthrough. 

In this world, there were very few who could match his physical body. 

“If I use my physical body as a magic weapon and temper it with the Dao fire, 
can I become stronger?” 

He thought about it and decided that he could try it out when he cultivated his 
body in the future. 

However, in the forging of magic tools, the Dao fire’s function was to melt ores 
and materials into the magic tool itself, so it needed to be calcined. 

However, these ores could not be integrated into the human body. It was 
possible to absorb the spirituality and divinity within, but the rest were just 
impurities to the human body. 

“Wait a minute, what if we were to smelt spiritual medicine?” 



Suddenly, Lin Mo thought of something. If Lin Mo were to be refined into his 
physical body, he might become even more powerful… 

“We can try. This path might work.” 

Lin Mo was overjoyed. Just a moment ago, he felt as if he had been 
enlightened, but it did not feel like it. 

This kind of feeling was indescribable… 
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The temperature in the room continued to rise, but it did not affect Lin Mo. 

He stared unblinkingly at the Void Spirit Sword that was being refined in the 
furnace. 

This spiritual sword was originally made by Master Long Kong. Now that he 
had enough materials, the success rate would be greatly increased if he 
refined it again. 

At this moment, the Space Spirit Adamantine and Wind Spirit Stone had 
completely melted and were evenly wrapped around the Void Spirit Sword. 

“BOOM!” 

The buzzing sound of space laws could be heard. Due to the addition of 
materials, its internal structure was extremely unstable and could explode at 
any time. 

Once the energy was out of balance, the Void Spirit Sword would explode, 
and its power would not be any less than the self-destruction of a half-step 
immortal. 

“Phew, only one step left.” 



Master Long Kong maintained his dao fire and stopped forming hand seals. 
Beads of sweat appeared on his forehead. 

He looked at Lin Mo and said, “I’ve used up a lot of energy and need half an 
hour to recover. At that time, I’ll carry out the final blending. If I succeed, the 
Void Spirit Sword will sublimate and reach the level of a tier 7 earth grade 
magic tool. 

“Of course, if you fail, the Void Spirit Sword will self-destruct, and the 

materials and the magic weapon itself will be destroyed.” 𝙞𝚗𝓷𝗿𝚎аd. 𝙘𝒐𝚖 

Hearing this, Lin Mo was a little nervous. It was not easy to find a magic 
weapon that he was interested in, and he could not let it be destroyed just like 
that. 

“Senior can do it with ease, junior is already mentally prepared,” Lin Mo 
nodded. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Master Long Kong closed his eyes and 
started to recover his energy. 

Half an hour passed by quietly. Master Long Kong opened his eyes. He had 
fully recovered from his exhaustion. 

He squinted his eyes and raised his hand to shoot out streaks of fire, heating 
up the already-cooled furnace. 

The Void Spirit Sword had also become very unstable at this time. Energy 
kept flowing out, and it could explode at any time. 

“Buzz.” 

A surge of spatial energy was released, causing the cauldron to tremble as if it 
could not withstand the pressure. 

Lin Mo circulated his spirit qi slightly to resist this force and at the same time, 
he prepared his defenses. 

If the Void Spirit Sword exploded, he would not be injured by the explosion. 



His gaze was fixed on the Void Spirit Sword in the furnace. This was the 
magic artifact that he was going to use next, and he was very worried that he 
would fail. 

Faced with Master Long Kong’s mediation, the Void Spirit Sword was 
extremely uncooperative and kept struggling in the furnace. 

Its power continued to leak out, but it was quickly refined back into his body by 
Master Long Kong’s Dao fire, and the cycle continued. 

“Hmph,” he snorted. 

Master Long Kong snorted as he felt the resistance getting more and more 
intense. An even stronger power exploded from his body. 

At that moment, the dao law of space appeared within the cauldron and 
started to suppress the Void Spirit Sword. 

“This furnace is at least a tier 9 earth grade magic tool.” 

Lin Mo was shocked. This Master Long Kong was indeed extraordinary. To be 
able to become a forge grandMaster, he must have some foundation. 

“It’s almost done,” He was overjoyed. As Master Long Kong exerted his 
strength, the furnace gave off a strong light and the Void Spirit Sword was 
completely suppressed. 

In an instant, a dazzling silver light exploded as the Void Spirit Sword was 
formed. The dao law of space filled the air and engulfed the entire auction 
house. 

“What a domineering spirit sword. It’s been a long time since I’ve forged such 
a magic tool…” 

Seeing this, Master Long Kong’s joy was no less than Lin Mo’s. He grabbed 
the Void Spirit Sword out of the furnace. 

With his strength, suppressing the Void Spirit Sword was a piece of cake. Now 
that he had successfully refined it, he no longer had to be careful and worry 
about destroying the spirit sword. 

Lin Mo looked at the struggling Void Spirit Sword. He could vaguely feel that 
once Master Long Kong let go, it would tear open the void and escape. 



“This magic tool already has some consciousness of its own and won’t be 
easily subdued by others.” 

Master Long Kong weighed it in his hand and felt that the Void Spirit Sword’s 
resistance had weakened. He then passed it to Lin Mo. 

“My young friend, the void spiritual sword has been completed. It is now tier 7 
earth grade.” 

It was only tier 3 earth grade at first, but after adding enough space spirit 
adamantine and wind Spirit stone, it had improved so much. 

He had thought that the void spiritual sword could only be upgraded to tier 5 
earth grade. 

Now, it was at rank 7 earth grade and her sword was sharp. Even he was 
tempted. 

“Many thanks, senior. This Yellow Earth Iron was well spent.” 

“Thank you, Master!” Lin Mo hurriedly expressed his thanks. The Void Spirit 
Sword, which was bursting with silver light, appeared in his hand, and spatial 
power filled his body. 

He simply waved it a few times, and the sword Qi He released actually cut 
open the void. 

The sword qi lasted for more than ten seconds. During this time, it kept 
preventing the void from healing, which showed how terrifying the sword qi 
was. 

Lin Mo released his power and gradually suppressed the spiritual sword, 
causing it to retract its silver glow and the spatial power. 

He looked at the Void Spirit Sword in his hand. Although it had an ancient and 
simple design, the power contained within it had a hint of spatial charm. It was 
very mysterious and made people yearn for it. 

On the body of the sword, a few fine runes appeared, and a silver light 
flickered. Its momentum was weakened, but once it exploded, it would be 
earth-shattering. 

“What a good spirit sword.” 



The more he looked at it, the more he liked it. This Void Spirit Sword was 
stronger than the Daluo divine sword. 

It was probably because its main material was space spirit pure gold, which 
made it more powerful. 

It was a pity that if he could add a little bit of yellow iron during the refining, it 
might be able to make it a higher grade. 

However, he had already given the treasure to Master Long Kong. He would 
not sell it to him … 

what a good spiritual sword. Master Long Kong has created another 
Masterpiece. It’s admirable. 

Just as Lin Mo was rejoicing, a hearty laugh was heard. The door that was 
originally closed was opened at this moment. 

A young man’s eyes were burning as he walked in. He stared at the Void 
Spirit Sword in Lin Mo’s hand with unconcealed greed. 

Lin Mo’s expression changed when he saw the person who had suddenly 
barged in. He looked at the person warily. 

It wasn’t convenient for him to reveal his identity. Not only did he kill wind void, 
but he also had the identity of a God Devourer. 

“Wumo, why are you here?” 

Master Long Kong’s face darkened when he saw the person who had barged 
in. He looked at the person unkindly. 

“Young Master Wu Mo, if you barge in like this, it’ll be bad for the family’s 
reputation and damage the auction house’s reputation.” 

The steward was anxious and had rushed over with his maidservants. After 
seeing Lin Mo, his face was even more apologetic. 

haha, I’m really sorry. After all, you guys made a big scene, so I couldn’t help 
but come over to check it out. The man called Wu Mo laughed, but his eyes 
were fixed on the Void Spirit Sword in Lin Mo’s hand. 



“May I ask, Master, are you planning to auction this Void Spirit Sword?” Wu 
Mo still respected Master Long Kong very much. 

He bowed and at the same time asked how he planned to deal with the Void 
Spirit Sword. 

“I’m very sorry, I don’t intend to sell this Void Spirit Sword. Young Master 
Wumo, please go back.” Master Long Kong asked Wu Mo to leave. 

Lin Mo and Wu Mo were a little surprised by such an answer. 

The latter was stunned for a moment. Killing intent could be seen in the 
depths of his eyes. He cupped his fists at Master Long Kong and left with the 
manager. 

“Ai…” 

As he watched Wu Mo leave, Master Long Kong sighed and looked at Lin Mo 
apologetically. 
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